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Unmanaged  

Systems 

Dust 

Arable? 
soils 

5-6Gt 

All plants: 600 Mt 

All soils: 50Mt (top 50cm) 

Animals 40 Gt 

Fire 

3 Mt/yr 
10%anthro 

20 Mt/yr 
Farms,pastures 

Pools, farm erosion, fertilizer: Smil 2000, Dust: Mahowald et al 2008, Inputs to ocean from Smil 2000 and Paytan and McGlaughlin, 2007 

12.6 Mt/yr 

93Gt 

1-2 Mt/yr 
dissolved 



Agriculture: 

-  How much P do we need for agriculture?   

-  Where are we going to get it?   

-  Will we run out? 

Limiting nutrient (?):  

-  How and why does soil P content vary? 

-  What P forms are biologically available? 
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MEA, 2005 



MEA, 2005 



Photos courtesy of Shelby Hayhoe 





Cassman et al., 1993 

Data from high P Ultisols in Maui 







Naylor et al., 2005 
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•   We need to better understand and control P losses from 
farms. 

•   We need a global map of Soil P. 

•   We need to know how much of the P that is in soil is 
available for plant uptake, and over what timescale. 
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Cross and Schlesinger, 1995 



Time plays a big role in determining P status 

Walker and Syers, 1976 



After Montgomery, 2002 

How does “time” translate in eroding soils? 



Can we use erosion in place of time to predict soil P? 

Porder and Hilley, submitted 



Porder and Hilley (submitted) 

Scenarios vary because of assumptions about weathering zone thickness 



In fact leaching rate is NOT constant. 

It may be more important than time in determining P status. 

P < PEt P > PEt 

Porder and Chadwick, 2009 

Missing data: Loss rates 



Taylor and 
McClenan, 1985 

Missing data: Rock P content 
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Richter et al, 2006 

Calhoun experimental forest planted w/seedlings in 1962 



Marie-Pierre et al., 2009 



Marie-Pierre et al., 2009 

t = 0 t = 4yr (no roots) t = 4 (roots) 

-  Is fungal mining the P equivalent of N fixation?   
-  What determines how long apatite stays around? 



Agriculture: 

-  A review of P binding capacities of Oxisols and Ultisols, 
coupled with assessments of likely farm expansion and 
readily available P deposits.   

Limiting nutrient (?):  

-  Revisiting (gathering new) chronosequence data to get a 
handle on P depletion rates in different climate zones. 

-  Experiments that get at availability/turnover times for P. 
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